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BLACK SCREEN (V.O.)

An SUV pulls up and brakes hard to a stop. 

Car doors open and scurrying feet run off.

INT. NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK, LOBBY - DAY

JACK FROST (high-30s) a hardened looking man stands in
the middle of a bank lobby, shotgun in hand. His head’s 
covered in a ski mask and sunglasses.

He’s wearing a business suit that bulges with a bulletproof 
vest underneath. Leather gloves cover his hands.

Two other men, JASON FROST (mid-30s), an athletic man, and
JEFFREY FROST (low-30s), a slender man, are dressed the
same as Jack.

Also armed with shotguns, pointed at the BANK STAFF and 
CUSTOMERS who are lying on the floor, crying and frantic.

Jason grabs the BANK MANAGER as they head for the vault.

JASON
You, up.

Jason drags the staggering Bank Manager.

Jeffrey follows walking backwards keeping his gun fixed on 
the staff.

JEFFREY
Stay down, you stay alive.

A BEEP goes off.

JACK
Ninety!

INT. BANK VAULT - CONTINUOUS

Jason points the shotgun at the Bank Manager’s chest and taps 
the metal cage door. 

JASON
Open.

The Bank Manager unlocks the metal cage door with a key. 

Jason opens the metal door and walks to the shelves filled 
with stacks of bills.



Jeffrey pushes the Bank Manager into the vault and throws him 
to the floor.

JEFFREY
Stay.

Jeffrey joins Jason.

INTERCUT WITH:

BANK LOBBY

Jack jumps onto the bank teller counter, watching both 
Customers and Bank Staff.

Another BEEP is heard.

JACK
Sixty!

BANK VAULT

Jason and Jeffrey slide the backpacks off and expand them 
into duffle bags. They fill them with stacks of bills from 
the shelves.

JACK (O.C.)
Thirty!

The two men frantically pick up the pace stuffing their bags.

BANK LOBBY

Jack moves his head on a swivel watching the SECURITY GUARD 
and the Bank Staff, more than the Customers.

Another BEEP is heard. Jack turns his head towards the vault.

JACK
Time!

Jason slams the butt of his gun against the Bank Manager’s 
face, folding him to the floor like a pile of laundry.

The Security Guard takes the opportunity yanking his gun from 
his holster and SHOOTS two rounds, barely missing Jack.

Jason and Jeffrey emerge from the vault with two stuffed 
duffle bags strapped to their backs. 
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Jack, in a crouched position, fires back at the Security 
Guard, sending him prostrate on the floor. 

JACK (CONT’D)
Toss the gun, Hero.

Jason and Jeffrey head for the front door.

The Guard flings the gun across the floor.

Jack jumps off the counter, shotgun pointed at the Staff and 
Customers.

Jason and Jeffrey leave the bank.

Jack runs over and picks up the Guard’s gun, then kicks him 
in the ribs.

JACK (CONT’D)
          Stay still and no one gets hurt!

Jack heads for the door, the turns back when he reaches it.

JACK (CONT’D)
Have a nice day, folks!

Jack exits following Jason and Jeffrey.

EXT. NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK - EARLIER

A BLACK SUV with heavily-tinted windows idles near the
front of the bank at the end of a long walkway.

RAY LUTZ (30s), a man who’s too skinny due to a long history 
of drug abuse, sits behind the wheel wearing cheap sunglasses 
and nervously scanning the landscape, smoking a cigarette.

Then, he notices a POLICE CAR pull up across the street, down 
a ways, next to a mobile coffee cart sitting on the sidewalk.

Ray looks towards the bank’s front door, then to his watch, 
then back at the policeman, who is now grabbing a cup of 
coffee from the clerk.

Three gunmen emerge from the bank door and walk quickly
towards the SUV. Their guns are pointed down to avoid being
noticed.

Jack opens the back cargo doors of the SUV as Jason and 
Jeffrey throw the duffle bags inside.

After Jack closes the door, Ray peals off leaving the three 
gunmen standing, dumbfounded.
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A car brakes hard to avoid crashing into the SUV.

The squealing tires of the SUV and car grab the attention of 
the policeman, who now see three gunmen. He pulls his gun.

POLICEMAN
Police! Freeze!

Jack turns and steps in front of the car pointing his gun 
towards the driver of the car.

Jason and Jeffrey start spraying bullets towards the 
policeman as he ducks behind the police car. 

Other people duck for cover.

JACK
(to the driver) )

Out of the car, now!

Jack fires a round past the driver’s door.

The driver jumps out as the three gunmen hop in.

Jack floors it as Jeffrey and Jason shoot out of the back 
window towards the officer.

INT. PARKING GARAGE - DAY

The hijacked car speeds around the corner and brakes hard. 

Jack gets out and pulls a set of keys from his pocket then 
clicks a key fob as he rushes to a car’s driver door.

BEEP (key fob)

All three gunmen get into the car.

The car pulls out from the parking spot.

INT. RAY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Jack stands in front of a coffee table. 

JACK
I’m so disappointed, Ray.

He bends over and reaches down with a gloved hand and fingers 
through some of the mess covered in blood.

Jack sees a playing card. A Jack of Spades on top of all the 
bloody mess. He picks it up, smiles, then pockets it.
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In the b.g., Jason and Jeffrey are searching high and low all 
over the house.

Jack looks up.

JACK (CONT’D)
You feeling okay, Ray?

A dead Ray is slumped, sitting on the couch. His head nearly 
torn apart with brain matter resting within a busted skull. 
Blood covers the couch, the wall, and Ray. 

A shotgun rests between his legs and his left hand’s index 
finger is stuck in the trigger housing.

Jack sits in a chair next to the couch.

JACK (CONT’D)
I doubt you had the balls.

Jason and Jeffrey come up to Jack, viewing the remains of 
Ray.

JEFFREY
Nothing, Jack

JASON
What’s wrong with this picture?

JACK
Yeah, a double-cross. 

JASON
But, by who?

JEFFREY
Whom. And, not him.

Jeffrey motions to Ray.

JASON
(mocking voice)

Whom.

Jack gets up and moves toward the front door.

JACK
Enough, Jason. Let’s go.

INT. VAN - NIGHT

A couple of blocks away from Ray’s house, Jeffrey notices 
flashing lights.
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JEFFREY
Stop!

Jack pulls the van over and stops.

All three men look back and notice a swarm of police and 
unmarked cars in front of Ray’s house.

JASON
F.B.I.?

JACK
Yep.

JEFFREY
We good?

JACK
All good, little brother.

JASON
What do you think happened?

JACK
I have a good idea.

JEFFREY
Probably the same reason the 
money’s gone?

JACK
Yeah.

JEFFREY
You gonna take care of that?

JACK
It’s taken care of us already, 
Jeffrey.

JASON
But, we’re good, right?

JACK
We’d be like Ray if we weren’t.

EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS

The van pulls away.
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INT. CASINO - POKER ROOM - DAY

Jack sits at a poker table. 

FRED DRAYTON (30s) and PAUL GIACOMO (30s), both looking like 
they’re fresh out of Italian-mafia-for-hire, walk up to the 
table and speak MOS to Jack.

Jack gets up from the table and walks over with the two men. 

INT. CASINO - BAR - DAY

They find an empty bar table and sit.

FRED
Mr. X ain’t happy. You shoulda told 
him.

JACK
I had an opportunity, so I took it. 
It’s not like I wasn’t going --

PAUL
He don’t care about no excuses. He 
cares about what’s right.

FRED
Listen, we ain’t running no charity 
here. You gotta make amends.

JACK
Well, somethin’ went wrong, Fred.

PAUL
Another goddamn excuse.

JACK
What’s your name, friend?

PAUL
I ain’t your friend, stronzo.

FRED
Never mind Paul. Are you a lucky 
man, Jack?

JACK
Lady luck is a bitch. I make my own 
luck.

Fred motions to Paul who stands up.

Fred pulls out a deck of cards and starts shuffling. 
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FRED
You got chips?

JACK
And, what’re we doing?

FRED
A little game of whether Jack lives 
or dies.

JACK
Mr. X authorize this?

Fred nods his head and smiles.

JACK (CONT’D)
So, if I win, I get rich?

FRED
And, if you lose?

JACK
I get lead poisoning and blood soup 
for dinner.

Paul returns with a rack of black chips.

Jack pulls out a felt casino bag and stacks black chips.

FRED
You were always a clever one, Jack.

Fred deals two cards face down to Jack and himself.

JACK
That’s what my dad always said.

FRED
Let’s see that luck of yours. Five-
ten, no limit hold-em.

JACK
Got it.

Jack doesn’t even look at his cards and slides a few chips to 
the middle of the table.

JACK (CONT’D)
Raise.

Fred looks at his cards. Ace of Hearts and King of Clubs. He 
matches Jack’s chip stack.

Paul catches a glimpse at Fred’s cards.
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JACK (CONT’D)
Check.

Fred gathers all the chips into a pile. He deals the burn 
card face down and three cards face up.

Ace of Clubs, Ace of Diamonds and King of Spades.

Fred stares at Jack and reaches for some chips. He slides a 
stack into the middle of the table.

Jack doesn’t look at his cards but looks at the Flop.

JACK (CONT’D)
Raise.

Both Fred and Paul are looking at each other in utter 
amazement as Jack pulls out a hefty stack of chips.

Fred is moving around in his seat wondering what the hell 
Jack is up to. He matches Jack’s raise.

Fred gathers the chips, then burns another card and flips the 
Turn card face up.

Jack of Diamonds.

Jack stares at Fred, looks down at the flop, then stares at 
his face down cards. He still doesn’t look at them.

Jack knocks the table with his knuckles.

Fred looks at his cards again and the table cards. He slides 
another stack of chips to the growing pot pile.

JACK (CONT’D)
Raise.

PAUL
You haven’t looked at your cards, 
jag off.

Jack smiles then slides a hefty stack it into the pot.

Fred puts his hand to his mouth in disbelief. He shakes his 
head and matches Jack’s stack.

FRED
This is it, Jack.

Fred peals off the last burn card and flips over the River 
card.

Jack of Hearts.
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Jack’s face never moves a muscle. He stares straight at Fred.

JACK
Check.

Fred slides out half of what chips he has left.

JACK (CONT’D)
All in.

Jack slides all of his chip stacks into the pot.

Fred can’t believe his ears.

FRED
Goddamn you, Jack. 

Fred looks to Paul, who nods his head.

FRED (CONT’D)
Call, mother fucker.

Fred slides all of his chips into the pot.

Jack flips one card over. 

Jack of Clubs.

He flips the second card.

Jack of Spades.

Jacks smiles the biggest shit-eating grin.

JACK
Four Jacks.

Paul goes for his gun from a holster inside his jacket.

Fred puts his hand over Paul’s hand and laughs.

FRED
Easy now, tiger.

Paul relaxes and Fred lays down his hole cards facedown.

Jack grabs the pot with both hands and pulls it into his 
casino bag.

FRED (CONT’D)
Your presence is requested. 

JACK
What’s he got in mind?
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FRED
Sump’in personal.

JACK
A job?

Fred shrugs his shoulders.

PAUL
So, grab your shit, asshole.

Jack has a smirk on his face and looks Paul dead in the eyes.

JACK
What a charmer.

INT. XAVIER BUILDING - MR. X'S OFFICE - DAY

Jack is ushered in by a beautiful ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. 

MR. XAVIER MORRIS (50s), a man with a stone-face and an 
imposing stature is sitting in his leather, armed chair 
behind the desk.

Jack stands in front of Mr. X’s marble-top desk decorated 
with the best things money can buy. 

He smiles and walks over to give Jack a firm handshake.

MR. X
Jack! Please, have a seat.

Mr. X points to a chair in front of his desk.

JACK
Thanks, Mr. X. You wanted to see me 
about something?

Jack notices a glass case housing a gold-covered pistol with 
a metal label reading “Xavier, my son”. 

Mr. X sits on the edge of his desk nearest Jack.

MR. X
Well, I heard some disturbing 
things. I thought maybe you could 
clear the air for me.

JACK
Uh, I don’t know what you’ve heard 
or who told you, but that don’t 
matter.
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MR. X
Why don’t you fill me in and I’ll 
see if it matters.

Jack squirms in his chair.

JACK
Alright, I had an opportunity so I 
took it. There wasn’t much time to 
let you know about the bank heist.

MR. X
Ah, yes. The bank heist. Go on.

JACK
It was beautiful. 
My brothers and I --

MR. X
You mean Jason and Jeffrey?

Jack nods his head.

MR. X (CONT’D)
Nice boys. Sorry to interrupt. 
Continue.

JACK
Yeah. Anyways, we got the money 
from the vault. I figure about $500 
grand. However, the driver, a 
friend of mine from prison, double-
crossed us.

MR. X
Hmm, that’s too bad, Jack. So, you 
don’t know where the money is?

JACK
After the heist, we went over to 
his house, but his head was blown 
to smithereens and the money was 
gone.

Mr. X gets up from the desk and works his way to the bar.

MR. X
I see. Well, no use crying over 
spilt milk, right? 
Would you like a drink?

JACK
Whiskey. 
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Mr. X makes a drink, then makes his way over to Jack and 
hands him the drink.

JACK (CONT’D)
Well, I was hoping to use that 
money for leverage.

MR. X
Ah, leverage. For what, exactly?

JACK
I’ve been working for you for about 
10 years now and I was hopin’ to 
gain your favor.

MR. X
Hope -- and a favor. Hmm. Two 
things that are hard to come by 
these days.

JACK
You ain’t bull shittin’. Anyways, 
Fred said you got somethin’ for me? 
Sump’in personal?

MR. X
Ah, Fred. He loves to talk, doesn’t 
he? Yes, I have something for you. 
As a personal favor for me. Are you 
interested, my boy?

JACK
I’d do anything for you, Mr. X. The 
way you took care of my brothers 
and me while I was in the slam. 
I’ll always be in your debt.

MR. X
That’s a good lad.

Mr. X walks over to a filing cabinet and pulls out a file 
folder and hands it to Jack.

MR. X (CONT’D)
Take a look at this. 

INT. XAVIER BUILDING - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Fred, Paul and Jack are looking through the papers in the 
file folder that Mr. X handed Jack.

FRED
So, you up for it? It’s important.
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JACK
Yeah, he told me. I’m all in.

FRED
What do you need?

JACK
Some weapons, an inside man, a 
couple more guys, and cash for some 
clothing and cars. Big cars.

FRED
Paul and I are your inside men and 
extra hands. Your brothers coming 
out on this one?

JACK
They always come out with me.

FRED
It might get messy on this one, 
Jack.

JACK
They know the risks.

FRED
It’s their funeral. Anything else?

JACK
A blueprint of the place, a map and 
layout of the land. Also, a 
schematic of the vault.

PAUL
I can get you those things.

JACK
Good. So, let’s talk about the job.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Jack sits next to CINDY MASSEY (30s), a natural beauty 
holding a book, in a booth. Both are dressed up for the 
night.

CINDY
So, you finally ask me out for 
dinner instead of drinks.

JACK
Yeah, I figured you should probably 
eat something.
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Cindy raises her drink.

CINDY
Cheers!

Jack raises his glass and clinks Cindy’s.

JACK
Cheers!

They each sip from their glasses.

Jack notices Cindy’s book titled, “Memorization Techniques: 
How to master your memory, Vol 1.”

JACK (CONT’D)
What’s that about?

Jack points at the book. 

Cindy picks up the book and thumbs through a few pages.

CINDY
I’m learning how to improve my 
memory to recall number codes and 
cryptic information. My boss wants 
me to learn it.

JACK
Well, it’s about time your boss 
lets you out of your cage.

CINDY
Aw, Tom’s not so bad. Once you get 
to know him.

JACK
Still, bankers make me nervous.

CINDY
I thought I made you nervous.

JACK
You don’t know the half of it.

Cindy reaches for Jack’s hand.

CINDY
Oh, I know you, buster.

Cindy looks down and notices a number of tattoos on Jack’s 
hand.
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